THIS IS WHAT THE EARTH LOOKS
LIKE COMPERED TO THE SUN
the sun is very very very very
how many times did say very 4
or 5 times anyways you get the
point very interesting……………
the sun is a ball of gas
and its the nearest star to the
earth its so big that it can fit
1.3 million earths yeah i said
1,3 million earths
yeah i know if
you think thats
cool listen to
this……

r

really

the biggest star/sun is
actually called v.y c.ma and
are suns a pixel compered to it
and in pixel earth would not be
able to be seen, THATS WHAT I
CALL CRAZY
I KNOW RIGHT

THIS IS WHAT THE
SUN LOOKS LIKE TO
all of the SUNs/
STARs

WOW THAT
REALLY IS
CRAZY

the stars, they come in all
different shapes and sizes
big, small, wide,narrow the
biggest star is v.y c.ma and
the smallest is the red
dwarf known as ogletr-122b big name i know did
you know that lets say in a
crazy planet where aliens
live they think are suns a
star and it is but to us we
think there suns a star
because there so far away
and shooting stars are just
comets that are on fire.

but beside all that we
need the sun it gives us
plants so that we can
eat it helps us so if you
think of the sun like
`ahhhh its gonna eat the
world `
think about that for a
sec it helped to make
the world so the sun is
great but it still is
gonna eat us

the moon its
really nights
haha get it
anyways it
acutely reflects
sunlight to the
earth like
mirrors reflect
us so that we can
see what we look
like.
the moon acutely
controls water
by something
called
gravitional pull
generates and
makes tidal
force.the tidal
force causes
earth -and its
water to go to
the side closest
to the moon and
farthest from
the moon which
makes tides and
waves.

i hope your
having a great
time at home
thank you for
doing the topic
solar system i
had a great
time doing it
hope you don’t
mind me saying
this on the
project

the earth is where we
live it has
mountains,valleys,trees
so tall,lakes,rivers and
water falls volcanos
craters,swamps with
alligators and guess
what 3 quarters of it is
covered in water the
earth orbits the sun
and the moon orbits the
earth the earth has life
animals both big and
small the most beautiful
planet of all.
[hints thats the song
I’m singing and earth is
my favourite planet]

teacher i have done
some extra work because
i had a great time doing
the sun hope you don’t
mind from claire.

